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From: Guy McGregor <guy.mcgregor@suffolk.gov.uk>
Sent: 03 April 2020 14:24
To: Chris Edwards <chrisedwards@suffolkonline.net>
Subject: FW: Re: Lorry Route Review - Notes and actions from SALC area forum held on 3rd
December 2019
Chris
To keep you and Stradbroke PC in the loop.
Guy McGregor
Hoxne & Eye Division
01379668434 (h)
01379870339 (o)
From: Louis Busuttil <Louis.Busuttil@suffolk.gov.uk>
Sent: 03 April 2020 12:46
To: James Reeder <James.Reeder@suffolk.gov.uk>
Cc: Matthew Hicks (SCC) <Matthew.Hicks@suffolk.gov.uk>; Mary Evans (Councillor)
<Mary.Evans@suffolk.gov.uk>; Stuart Keeble <Stuart.Keeble@suffolk.gov.uk>; Andy Drummond
<Andy.Drummond@suffolk.gov.uk>; David Ritchie <David.Ritchie@suffolk.gov.uk>; Tony Goldson
<Tony.Goldson@suffolk.gov.uk>; Jessica Fleming <Jessica.Fleming@suffolk.gov.uk>; Suffolk Lorry
Route review <lorry.routes@suffolk.gov.uk>; Andrew Reid <Andrew.Reid@suffolk.gov.uk>;
Alexander Nicoll <Alexander.Nicoll@suffolk.gov.uk>; Guy McGregor <guy.mcgregor@suffolk.gov.uk>
Subject: FW: Re: Lorry Route Review - Notes and actions from SALC area forum held on 3rd
December 2019
Dear James
Just a joining-the-dots email to link my interest in the risks posed to human health through intensive
chicken farming in Suffolk, and the potential for distributing new strains of “bird flu” through our
HGV network. See below from Jessica Fleming re the supply chain connecting intensive chicken
rearing farms to the Cranswick Poultry Processing Plant.
Louis
From: Louis Busuttil
Sent: 03 April 2020 12:17
To: Jessica Fleming <Jessica.Fleming@suffolk.gov.uk>
Cc: Andrew Reid <Andrew.Reid@suffolk.gov.uk>; Suffolk Lorry Route review
<lorry.routes@suffolk.gov.uk>; Alexander Nicoll <Alexander.Nicoll@suffolk.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: Re: Lorry Route Review - Notes and actions from SALC area forum held on 3rd
December 2019
Thanks Jessica
Chicken processing factories and the emerging risks that they pose to human health are of particular
interest to me – as is the HGV Route Review we are conducting for this county. Please keep me
posted as to developments at Cranswick, and please copy me in on all matters pertaining to the HGV
Route Review.
Though Covid-19 may not have come from a Suffolk chicken farm, I am concerned about the risk of
us developing structures where new strains of human-influenza-type viruses may evolve within our
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own county through intensive chicken rearing, and the risks associated with the spreading of these
viruses within processing plants such as the one at Cranswick.
If you are interested in how – according to Michael Greger - chicken breeding sheds provide a
"perfect storm environment for the emergence and spread of super strains of influenza", please
watch this prophetic video from 2008:
https://nutritionfacts.org/video/pandemics-history-prevention/
Speak soon on HGV review.
Louis
From: Suffolk Lorry Route review <lorry.routes@suffolk.gov.uk>
Sent: 03 April 2020 12:02
To: Jessica Fleming <Jessica.Fleming@suffolk.gov.uk>
Subject: FW: Re: Lorry Route Review - Notes and actions from SALC area forum held on 3rd
December 2019
Dear Cllr Fleming
Thank you for your email regarding the Lorry Route Review. In addition to the community led
review, officers are undertaking a technical review of the existing network issues. This will also pick
up on the existing work related to the chicken processing factory.
Regards
Suzanne Buck
From: Jessica Fleming <Jessica.Fleming@suffolk.gov.uk>
Sent: 19 February 2020 17:37
To: Andrew Reid <Andrew.Reid@suffolk.gov.uk>; Graeme Mateer
<Graeme.Mateer@suffolk.gov.uk>
Cc: Alexander Nicoll <Alexander.Nicoll@suffolk.gov.uk>
Subject: FW: Re: Lorry Route Review - Notes and actions from SALC area forum held on 3rd
December 2019
Dear Andrew and Graeme,
It was very positive to learn that a review of Suffolk Strategic Lorry Routes is to take place soon. This
is to draw your attention to the discussion of this topic at a recent SALC area meeting where the
implications of damage to rural roads was made clear, and in particular the problems resulting from
new commercial enterprises which need rural supply chains such as poultry farms which are starting
to serve the large new Cranswick Chicken Processing Factory on Eye Airfield.
I welcome the commitment to involve communities and parishes that was made at our presentation,
but would like to stress that the issue of harm caused by large vehicles in rural areas may be too big
to be tackled piece meal/ on a parish by parish basis. Some form of wider strategy is needed, so that
perhaps there is a means of redress for damage caused to verges and hard surfaces from these types
of vehicle. Also vehicle routing may need to be coordinated with the destinations
concerned. Involvement of the Suffolk Growth Board, District Council(s) such as Mid Sufolk, and
SALC in the Strategic Lorry Route Review appears indicated.
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Please keep me in the loop as this progresses, and I would like to get back directly to the SALC
Chairman William Sergeant who has drawn this particular issue to my attention with an initial
response from Suffolk Highways.
Thank you very much.
With kind regards,
Jessica

From: sargeantwill
Sent: 19 February 2020 17:02
To: Jessica Fleming <Jessica.Fleming@suffolk.gov.uk>
Subject: FW: Re: Notes and actions from SALC area forum held on 3rd December 2019
Dear Jessica,
The issue discussed in the email thread below will affect a significant number of parishes in Mid
Suffolk, although clearly most keenly felt near the expanding poultry factory.
Redgrave unavoidably has the traffic for Gressingham Foods Duck enterprise using the narrow lanes
as the only access, and poultry rearing activities on farms on Botesdale Common result in an
increased number of HGV for movement of the birds and delivery of feed. The resulting damage to
the road surface, particularly on the edges, is not always considered to be designated potholes and
remains unrepaired for an extended period.
I expect that you have been briefed on the issues of the factory on Eye Airfield, but the supply chain
for that and similar enterprises affects many of our parishes, and the full impacts may not be
recognised at the planning stage.
Regards . . . William
William Sargeant
Sent from Samsung tablet.

-------- Original message -------From: Sue Ives
Date: 19/02/2020 16:13 (GMT+00:00)
To: Sally Longmate SALC <ceo@salc.org.uk>
Cc: Elizabeth Gibson-Harries , Jill Erben, Josaphine Lea , William Sargeant
Subject: Re: Notes and actions from SALC area forum held on 3rd December 2019
Hi Sally,
Thank you for your explanation.
You may remember that Elizabeth Gibson-Harries and myself mentioned that we and our Southolt
colleagues (Jill Erben et al) are in continued discussions with BMSDC Economic Development Team
concerning the implications of the expansion and further intensification of the poultry industry in
Mid Suffolk (which will be similar for the rest of East Anglia).
In view of your intended discussions regarding highways, I think it might be useful to raise your
awareness of discussions we have been having with regards to HGV traffic. Please see below an
extract from the notes agreed at our last meeting held at Endeavour House on 27th January 2020,
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during which we discussed the issue of increased HGV movements (resulting when poultry sites are
expanded or new sites introduced):
"SI raised the issue of increased HGV movements and the disjointed approach to addressing these issues,
specifically in relation to the recent planning application for another poultry unit at Bedingfield; the route map
provided by the applicant’s agent illustrated HGV movement through the centre of Eye and Eye Town Council
have submitted an objection to the proposed route for a number of reasons. Separately, Thorndon are concerned
about HGV traffic potentially being routed through the village and via narrow lanes to gain access to the A140.
Councillor Andrew Stringer had instigated a meeting on behalf of Thorndon Parish Council, between parish
councillors and SCC Highways, which was held in December 2019 and attended by Steve Merry on behalf of
SCC Highways. Steve Merry was unaware of the wider picture concerning intensive poultry production. DC
confirmed that she had made contact with Andrew Reid but had not had feedback on the outcome of the HGV
th
review that took place on 13 November 2019. FD had debriefed Suzanne Buck (SCC Head of Infrastructure)
regarding the HGV issues in relation to poultry site expansions and Sam Harvey, Senior Development Manager,
Growth, SCC Highways has been delegated as the lead officer and main contact for HGV issues in relation to
intensive poultry site developments."

Note: SI = Sue Ives, DC = Delia Cook, Economic & Development Officer, Economic Development &
Regeneration BMSDC and FD = Fiona Duhamel, Assistant Director, Economic Development &
Regeneration BMSDC (who has been designated as the BMSDC Lead Officer on all matters relating to
intensive poultry development).
The HGV review that took place on 13th November 2019 concerned all HGV traffic (not just related
to the poultry industry) but as far as we have been able to ascertain, the outcomes of this meeting
have not been made public.
In our opinion, the SCC Highways approach to developing a strategy to manage the growth in HGV
movements resulting from the predicted growth in the poultry industry is fragmented, although it
seems that BMSDC Economic Development team are trying to involve them in joined up discussions
with other departments as a starting point but we have been told that it is likely to be a ‘lengthy
process’.
Clearly, the growth in HGV movements in general has a considerable impact on the rural road
network in Mid Suffolk and especially on villages on HGV routes; the poultry industry is just one
contributor but there are many others to consider and we know that the other parishes that we
have been working with are extremely concerned about this fact.
I hope this background information might help in any further discussions you have on this topic and
would be grateful for any feedback you obtain in the coming weeks.
Kind regards,
Sue
On 18 Feb 2020, at 15:32, Sally Longmate SALC <ceo@salc.org.uk> wrote:
Hi Sue
Following the conference we then had a motion regarding planning which resulted in our survey
circulated from mid Nov through to the end of January. I am reporting on this to the SALC Executive
Committee this week. It includes an outline action plan – new training on planning for local councils
for example and I will have a dialogue with the Suffolk Growth Programme Board who worked with
us for the Shaping Suffolk conference last November. Within that dialogue I will be reminding them
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of the suggestion we look at highways separately, I am sure that is on their radar. There were issues
raised around enforcement too at the conference and this is clearly evident from the results of the
survey.
Hope that gives you an idea of next steps and SALC’s approach.
Kind regards,
Sally

Sally Longmate | CEO | Email: ceo@salc.org.uk
Suffolk Association of Local Councils - Unit 11a Hill View Business Park - Old Ipswich Road -Claydon
Ipswich - IP6 0AJ. DD: Tel 01473 833000 - Mobile 07436 263284 - Main office: Tel 01473 833713
<image003.jpg>
Website www.salc.org.uk
Twitter @SuffolkALC
Confidentiality and Privilege: This email and its attachments are intended for the above named only and may be confidential. If
they have come to you in error you must take no action based on them, nor must you copy or show them to anyone; please
reply to this email and highlight the error. This document is privileged and the benefit of the privilege belongs to SALC. The
provision of this document does not amount to any waiver of privilege. This document is provided to SALC members in
complete confidence and should not be disclosed to any other person without SALC's prior consent. Click here to view
our privacy policy..
Security Warning and Viruses: Please note that this email has been created in the knowledge that Internet email is not a 100%
secure communications medium. We advise that you understand and accept this lack of security when emailing us. Although
we have taken steps to ensure that this email and attachments are free from any virus, we advise that in keeping with good
computing practice the recipient should ensure they are actually virus free.

From: Sue Ives
Sent: 18 February 2020 15:23
To: Sally Longmate SALC <ceo@salc.org.uk>
Cc: Elizabeth Gibson-Harries ; Jill Erben ; Josaphine Lea ; William Sargeant
Subject: Re: Notes and actions from SALC area forum held on 3rd December 2019
Dear Sally,
Thank you very much for your response.
Just out of interest, do you have any further information concerning the possible follow up event to
the ’Shaping Suffolk - working together to make a better place to live’ conference, which took place
in November 2019 (you mentioned it at the area meeting in December)? You suggested that there
might be another conference this Spring to address some of the topics such as highways and
infrastructure that were not fully covered at the conference in November.
Kind regards,
Sue

On 14 Feb 2020, at 12:31, Sally Longmate SALC <ceo@salc.org.uk> wrote:
Dear Sue
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Thank you for your email, I have amended the summary notes as requested. I have asked our admin
team to circulate to Mid Suffolk members.
I wont be at the next area meeting, Jim Friend our Advice Manager will be there in my place. I have
updated him. I have also copied the two Area Chairman into this email so they are aware.
Kind regards,
Sally

Sally Longmate | CEO | Email: ceo@salc.org.uk
Suffolk Association of Local Councils - Unit 11a Hill View Business Park - Old Ipswich Road -Claydon
Ipswich - IP6 0AJ. DD: Tel 01473 833000 - Mobile 07436 263284 - Main office: Tel 01473 833713
<image002.jpg>
Website www.salc.org.uk
Twitter @SuffolkALC
Confidentiality and Privilege: This email and its attachments are intended for the above named only and may be confidential. If
they have come to you in error you must take no action based on them, nor must you copy or show them to anyone; please
reply to this email and highlight the error. This document is privileged and the benefit of the privilege belongs to SALC. The
provision of this document does not amount to any waiver of privilege. This document is provided to SALC members in
complete confidence and should not be disclosed to any other person without SALC's prior consent. Click here to view
our privacy policy..
Security Warning and Viruses: Please note that this email has been created in the knowledge that Internet email is not a 100%
secure communications medium. We advise that you understand and accept this lack of security when emailing us. Although
we have taken steps to ensure that this email and attachments are free from any virus, we advise that in keeping with good
computing practice the recipient should ensure they are actually virus free.

From: Sue Ives
Sent: 12 February 2020 16:51
To: Sally Longmate SALC
Cc: Elizabeth Gibson-Harries ; Jill Erben
Subject: Notes and actions from SALC area forum held on 3rd December 2019
Dear Sally,
We met at the SALC meeting held on 3rd December at Eye Town Hall and we discussed the issue of
the growth of intensive poultry units in Mid Suffolk.
The draft notes of the meeting record: "Information will be sent through to SALC about the work of
the consortium to cascade to other members".
Is it possible to amend the word ‘consortium’ and replace it with ‘group’ please?
In terms of the information to be cascaded, my colleagues and I would be grateful if you could
distribute the following:
In Mid Suffolk during the last two years, an increasing number of existing poultry sites have been
expanded and new poultry sites have been developed, in order to produce millions more birds to
meet the huge processing capability of the new Cranswick poultry meat processing factory, recently
opened at Eye Airfield. Cranswick have ambitious growth plans, as do other poultry producers in the
district and it is anticipated that Mid Suffolk will continue to experience further intensification within
the poultry industry in the near future.
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Of particular concern are some of the latest enquiries which propose new build, industrial scale mega
farms, on arable land in rural locations. Intensive poultry installations have significant detrimental
impacts on local communities in terms of human health, rural livelihoods, the environment, tourism,
house prices and the harmful consequences of increased HGV traffic, which are considerable.
If you become aware of an enquiry or a planning application for the development of poultry sites
within your parish and you are concerned or would like advice, then please contact:

Elizabeth Gibson-Harries
(Chair Horham & Athelington Parish Council)

Jill Erben
(Clerk to Southolt Parish Meeting)

I would be grateful if you could confirm when and by what means you will be able to communicate
this information to the parishes please.
Many thanks,
Sue (Ives)
Horham & Athelington

The information contained in this email or any of its attachments may be privileged or
confidential and is intended for the exclusive use of the addressee. Any unauthorised
use may be unlawful. If you receive this email by mistake, please let me know
immediately by using the reply facility in your email software.
This privacy notice https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/about/privacy-notice/councillorsprivacy-notice/ tells you how I collect and use personal data.
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For a number of years Stradbroke Parish Council has been receiving complaints concerning the
volume and speed of traffic on the major roads in the village. Some examples of these complaints
are attached at the end of this document.
In February 2020, Stradbroke Parish Council commenced a public consultation on improvements
which could be made to the highways in the village. This public consultation is currently on hold due
to the COVID-19 crisis.
The following information was shared with members of the public and they were asked to comment
on the proposals. The survey is not yet complete but additional comments received so far can be
found on the pages following the information:
This information event is the first step in the process, to highlight to residents what can be done and
to seek the views of the residents to gauge whether the proposals have the support (or not) of the
residents of Stradbroke.
20mph Zone:
The Suffolk County Council guidelines for 20mph zones are:
“Unless in exceptional circumstances, locations will not be considered for 20mph schemes where
any of the following apply:
1. they are on A or B class roads;
2. they have existing mean speeds above 30 mph;
3. there is no significant community support as assessed by the local County Councillor.
In assessing community support, Councillors should review the views of District, Town and Parish
Councils and give weight to petitions and local residents’ views.”
1. All major roads in Stradbroke are classified as A or B roads
2. Mean speeds on Laxfield Road and New Street may be above 30mph.
3. Public support is vital if Stradbroke is to adopt a 20mph zone.
HGVs:
Although, Stradbroke is on Suffolk’s lorry route it is designated as a local access route, these are
roads or parts of roads serving as access to a specific location. Lorries that travel through Stradbroke
along the Laxfield Road other than to deliver to a business in Stradbroke can be reported. A lorry
watch team recording dates, locations and number plates of HGVs that drive through Stradbroke
would enable a report to be made to Suffolk County Council who would then contact the companies
who are breaching the guidelines.
Have Your Say:
A questionnaire is available to complete today; the Council asks that you indicate whether you
support (Y), do not support (N) or leave blank if you have no opinion on each of the proposals on
display. If you would like to take part in the lorry watch, please leave contact information; either
email or phone number.
Copies of all information, questionnaire and comments forms will remain in the Library till the end of
April, and will also be available at the Annual Parish Meeting.
Estimated costs of the improvements are listed overleaf.
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The costs listed below are for guidance only
These costs are based on previous schemes and costs may differ significantly from site to site.


20mph zone – Minimum cost - £25,000



Double Yellow Lines – This would require an informal consultation which involves a letter
drop and an initial drawing to gauge local support for such a proposal and formal advertising
of waiting restrictions we deem suitable and fair. Estimate = £1,000
This estimate includes costs for:
 Consultation drawing
 Informal consultation including statutory bodies
 Collating and reporting any responses to the client
In addition there is the cost of a TRO (Traffic Regulation Order) will be approximately £8,000.
This is required to make the double yellows legally binding and enforceable.



Village Gateways Design and installation for a pair of gateways with lines and a textured
surface = approximately £9,000 (x 4 for each entrance to Stradbroke)



Build Outs = Starting at £10,000 (may be significantly more expensive depending on
location)



30mph Roundels = Approximately £300 each

Note cost below:
£1800 for the design and construction of this scheme - 30mph
roundel and 2 x white lines either side, this particular site is
narrow and would require a road closure which costs £1100
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Public comments submitted at the Open Event in February 2020:
I’ve collected children from the school since 2004 and watched the road becoming busier and busier.
The lorries and farm vehicles thunder through the village and its amazing there hasn’t been a serious
accident. Something needs to be done soon.
Yellow line sonly on the corners of the T junction opposite spar, to stop people parking, and invisible.
Lorry watch must take account of the farm traffic!
SPEEDING: Speed checks need to be more often. 30 reminders are needed on the road. How about
“request” 20 limits in the centre of the village. Speed checks on lorries via tachograph.
20mph zone. The 30mph is not adhered to now so who is going to enforce?
Yellow lines – enforcement by ??.
Gateways – attractive but costly.
Build outs – costly!!
Parking of chip van causes congestions. Parking opposite pub outside church.
The HGV are now active during the early hours of the morning and are very loud.
The lorries and tractors drive at excessive speeds; I am very surprised there has not been a fatality.
The corner of Wilby Road/Church Street is a blind corner and cars drive too quickly around the
corner – may people cross the road here.
The hedge being cut back at “Stradbroke Hall” opposite the primary school would make a huge
difference.
Yellow lines around the junction of “Spar” (top of the street) would be essential to drivers and
pedestrians
Getting farm vehicles to slow down through the village, I often cycle to the primary school to work
and have had several near misses.
The hedges outside Stradbroke Hall really needs cutting back opposite primary school.
Yellow lines desperately needed at junction opposite Spar shop. I work in the Spar and have seen so
many near misses and actual accidents.
Getting farm vehicles to slow down through village.
QUEEN STREET A new temporary/permanent car park should be built behind the houses in Queen
Street accessing the Primary School at the back with the extra to be taken off Skinners Lane.
Double yellow lines to the painted a minimum of 15m from the junction opposite Spar, on each of
the three roads.
LAXFIELD ROAD The 20mph zone should be extended to just before the Street Farm entrance to take
into account the entrances off Street Farm, Eastlands, Shelton Hill/Willow Close – flashing 20mph
sign should be installed permanently. A “build-out” could be installed halfway down the hill prior to
the 20mph sign.
WILBY ROAD The 20mph zone should be extended to Whit’s Close on Wilby Road to take into
account cars parking on the long bend when dropping off but more importantly when collection
children in the after, some parking for as long as 30 minutes to secure a parking place, this need
would not be required if a proper parking area was provided at the High School – flashing 20mph
signs/school signs could be implemented for school times.
Reducing speed to 20mph would hopefully help the speeding tractors coming through the village. If
the junction at the top of Queen Street could be kept clear it would help the larger vehicles trying to
use that junction. I don’t think buildouts would work after seeing the issues it has caused in Hoxne.
Hedges all need cutting back.
More police in the village.
Yellow lines are a must – top Queens Street
Tractors need to slow down to 20mph.
Parking at Queen Street and Church Street needs a serious review. Several times I have nearly been
knocked down by lorries trying to turn. Also people parking on our driveway that abuse me when I
point out it is private. Hoxne has proved that calming measures need better review. Also speeding
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in the village.
Resident of Queen Street - We moved to the village in July 2017 and park our vehicles outside our
house. Since this date we have had two vehicles written off on separate occasions, and been aware
of another incident where a vehicle collided with the school fence (this during the early house of the
morning – 2am). We live next door to the Primary School and although we were not at home when
both of our vehicles were involved in an accident, it is clear from the damage caused that the third
party must have been exceeding the speed limit. Both collisions were within school hours and the
outcome could have been tragic (one vehicle being moved 20 foot and mounting the pavement).
During the night we hear many vehicles travelling at excessive speed and can only hope they do not
face an obstruction on their way.
We badly need a footpath from the bottom end of Grove End through to the village. The pavements
are very unlevel for the elderly and those that have to use mobility aids to talk to the Drs. We have
to cross the main highway 3 times. Perhaps a crossing along the way will help.
Two things:
1. Yellow lines ned to be carefully considered so “problem parking” just doesn’t move to an
alternative local.
2. Why don’t we have a lollipop person for primary and high schools? Queen Street and Wilby
Road.
The village population need to take ownership of that part of the Highway that truly forms the heart
of the village not allowing traffic to travel through the village not allowing traffic to travel through at
more than 20mph. The cost surely outweighs the life of a child/adult that accident is just waiting to
happen.
All the 30mph signs need servicing – poles replaced, signs cleaned etc.
Barley Brigg traffic needs monitoring for speed and delivery times. Currently often finish very late
and start very early. Almost 24/7 on occasions.
Individual persistant “speeders” need identifying.
Agree with trying to implement 20mph in village as long as it doesn’t encourage vehicles to drive
even faster in 30mph zones.
Lorries, Tractors & Cars go through Queen St far too quickly. An accident waiting to happen for the
school. What happens when more houses are built?
20mph zone only works if those who exceed the limit are taken to task. There are no Police in
evidence, does the £25k include speed cameras to record vehicles, or is it just cosmetic?
Double yellow lines for £1k is a no brainer. The biggest danger in this area is visibility at the junction
in Queen Street caused by vehicles parking too close to the corner. One question – How will this be
policed: Traffic wardens are an expensive commodity, will a “neighbourhood watch” or similar put a
note on a windscreen warning drivers who contravene?
Village gateways are very ornate, but are useless.
Build outs are a complete waste of money and are dangerous.
30mph roundels are at least a reminder to drivers in their line of sight of speed limit, so should be
implemented.
Education is the key, particularly to parents of Primary School, who should be encouraged to walk
their children to school where possible, easing the pinchpoint. Blaming lorry drivers is not the
answer. Once they start passing a line of parked cars, they need to keep going!
30 signs too small, covered in greenery and green mould.
I agree with yellow lines on the corners outside Spar – children are difficult to see when there is
parking there.
The buildouts are horrible and dangerous.
The Lorries and Tractors have nearly run me over on my bike – it’s scary.
Do more research on Dutch and German solutions especially the removal and decluttering of road
markings and signage which isolate drivers from the actual conditions and needs of other users of
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the village highways. Prohibitions encourage a negative attitude in drivers.
We need more camera speed traps other than on Laxfield Road. Speed signs that show your actual
speed not just SLOW DOWN. More positive policing not just sitting in their cars at the top of Street.
Local farmers asked to control speed of their farm vehicles which can reach speed of 54mps with
20ton pulp in trailer.
It would be very helpful to have a crossing at Grove End and Westhall. The paths up our way are
very uneven. If we want to go up to the Drs we have to cross the main road three times. Also the
tractors go to fast on the road. The parking is very bad up at the top of the street can’t see no way,
very dangerous.
Double yellows at junction of Church Street and Queen Street is a vital amendment to our village
and needs to be policed if accepted as people do no read the highway code but need to or will be
fined – end of. Crossing on the New Street by Town House and another by Westhall enabling elderly
residents from there and Grove End to cross safety to go into village shops & amenities.
My main concern is the cost to the Parish. I would support traffic management that doesn’t increase
the precept.
Buildouts – although they may slow vehicles down the push vehicles into the middle of or wrong side
of the road causing more danger particularly if there is my on street parking in the vicinity.
Village gateways are a waste of money and they are also a nuisance for highway verge maintenance.
I would support double yellow lines but it is already an offence to park/stop within 10 metres of a
junction. Drivers stop and park on double yellow lines anywhere and everywhere. More
enforcement is required without wasting money when existing laws first merely requiring
enforcement.
20mph zone – drivers pay no attention to a 30mph limit, so a 20 does not help. More radar
enforcement is required. Vehicles come down Laxfield Road at 40/50mph now – you are hooted at,
tailgated or overtaken if you travel at 25-30mph. I do not support 20mph limit. This is too much on
street parking in Stradbroke generally.
Double yellow lines outside and opposite the Spar shop.
Traffic quietning provision much needed in Wilby Road. More traffic = more problems with parking
and potential accidents.
- Agree 20mph through village centre
- Agree yellow lines
- Gateways are far too expensive
- Agree roundels
- Agree lorry watch (early morning/late)
Build-outs are ineffective – the Hoxne one, for example, has done nothing to reduce speeding.
20mph limit is the single most important measure that would be taken to reduce speeding in the
village, and ought to cover the whole village (conservation area acceptable).
An additional measure not mentioned should be the closure, by gates, of most of Neaves Lane, to all
traffic except agricultural – gate would be just past the awful new development and by the two
residences at the Wilby end. Only the local farmers to have a key for these gates.
Each year it gets worse and one day there will be a big accident.
There are far too many “BIG” vehicles coming through – this makes the road surface wear away
quickly.
As a resident living on Wilby Road, my concern is the number of lorries and farm vehicles that speed
past at all times of the day and night. I would be happy to participate in any scheme that required
this to be monitored with a view to curtailing the problem.
Traffic on Wilby Road, lorries farm vehicles and cars – too fast and too many.
Mirror inside Church wall opp. Junction of Doctors Lane & Church Street. Church – no ojection! PC –
no objection! Majority of Doctors Lane residents sign petition.
Sadly yellow lines will not be respected and policed. Buildout on the 2 corners at Queen/Church St
junction would “force” people not to par right on the junction. Not sure why this option is not being
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considered.
I think it is very important that organisations work together to solve issues in the village with regards
to highways. It’s good to see the PC effectively co-ordinating and facilitating this.
I would personally wish to avoid an over urbanisation of the street scene in the village – too many
(often unenforceable) “solutions” such as yellow lines, over-use of signage look messy, suburban and
have little impact.
SCC should have attended this event, it’s a shame they didn’t.
Speaking to people I hear that “too many” lorries are coming through the village between 4.30 and
5.30am. This may be a time a lorry watch team should consider monitoring.
I feel strongly about the yellow lines being painted. I also strongly support a 20miles per hour
restriction. This in itself will discourage people using the village as a rat-run. We can work together
later to sort out the finances.
Yellow lines at the top of Church Street on junction would be good idea because parking on the
corners is very dangerous and restricts viability at junction from Diss Road. Accident waiting to
happen.
20mph speed limits near schools also should be implemented.
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Examples of complaints received from members of the public from 2014 – 2019:
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Traffic Data Analysis
LAXFIELD ROAD
All surveys undertaken on B1117 - Laxfield Road. Data samples taken from 2015 to 2020
No. of Vehicles
Eastbound
Jan-15
Mar-17
Jul-19
Oct-20
Jan-20

24H(0-24)
24H(0-24)
24H(0-24)
24H(0-24)
24H(0-24)

Westbound
Jan-15
Mar-17
Jul-19
Oct-20
Jan-20

24H(0-24)
24H(0-24)
24H(0-24)
24H(0-24)
24H(0-24)

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

5 day avg

7 day avg

977
1017
1131
1000
1080

1101
1027
1301
1078
1127

660
792
846
1068
761

551
619
715
1142
546

971
1104
1157
1158
1078

945
1008
1245
739
1078

972
944
1309
680
1168

993
1020
1229
1089
1106

882
930
1101
981
977

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

5 day avg

7 day avg

944
860
1115
1004
1073

984
881
1230
1067
1063

648
621
892
1067
736

513
544
697
1087
558

942
753
1116
1103
1056

907
846
1226
709
1064

945
860
1276
660
1163

944
823
1193
1066
1072

840
755
1079
957
950

Following data was collected as part of Neighbourhood Plan preparartion process in 2015.

New Street
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
7 day avg

14-20 March 2015
East
West
563
546
434
426
710
731
750
740
695
692
740
733
707
696
657
652

21-27 March 2015
East
West
490
469
398
416
712
729
741
760
859
837
726
680
774
753
671
663

Queen's Street
14-20 March 2015
South
North
1409
1413
1041
1109
1677
1688
1744
1775
1772
1759
1778
1795
1791
1781
1602
1617

21-27 March 2015
South
North
1363
1340
1030
1010
1691
1664
1744
1702
1833
1808
1636
1665
1849
1890
1592
1583

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

